Andy Betourne  
Engineering Program Manager  
*Precision Castparts Corporation*

Andy Betourne has spent the past seven years in Portland at Precision Castparts, a world leading metals manufacturer of aerospace and industrial products. He is currently an engineering program manager with responsibilities for part profitability improvements, new product introduction, and customer and vendor relations. His previous roles in operations management included leadership responsibility for all metal-finishing operations. Before coming to Portland, Betourne spent two years in Precision Castparts’s management development program. He graduated from the University of Illinois with a bachelors in aerospace engineering.

Tina Bliss  
Manufacturing Engineering Manager  
*The Boeing Company*

Tina Bliss is a mechanical engineer who manages a team of 33 manufacturing engineers and technical employees for The Boeing Company. Bliss started her professional career as a general aviation aircraft mechanic and then worked fabrication and maintenance at a blimp manufacturer before returning to school to pursue an engineering degree. Bliss has been with Boeing since 2010.

Scott Boone  
Program Management Consultant  
*U.S. Department of Energy*

Scott is a results-focused technology leader with 18 years’ experience leading global, mission-critical, enterprise-level teams, programs, and projects in the achievement of strategic objectives. He is passionate about building top performing, empowered technical teams. Scott has earned an undergraduate degree from George Fox University in Management and Organizational Leadership. Additionally, he holds many certifications including PMP, CSPO, CSM, SAFe, ITIL, and Prosci. He is currently working at Nike as a Project Leader and Agile Practitioner in the Enterprise Architecture organization.

Brandi Brunk  
Senior Operations Manager  
*Coyote Logistics*

I am the Senior Operations Manager for Coyote Logistics, a third-party provider in the truckload brokerage space. As a wholly-owned subsidiary of UPS, Coyote operates throughout Canada, Mexico and most recently, expanded into Europe. With nearly six years in transportation, my experience is varied across the organization from sales strategy to employee engagement and culture development. After stints at the UPS Freight headquarters in Richmond, VA and in our Chicago-based headquarters, I relocated to Oregon in late 2017 to develop and expand our Wilsonville office. I hold a bachelor’s degree in finance from the University of Illinois at Chicago.
**Anvi Bui**  
Lead Platform Architect  
*Cisco*

Anvi is the chief platform architect in Cisco’s Digital Experience & Analytics organization. She designs, integrates, and implements world-class omnichannel platform ecosystems at Cisco for customers, partners, and sellers—leveraging the power of data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence.

As a marketing thought leader, she applies her background as an award winning solutions strategist. Bringing a wealth of technical knowledge and business best practices throughout Silicon Valley’s biggest tech giants, she is responsible for helping companies surpass sales and marketing goals to drive billions of dollars in opportunities, bookings, and revenue.

**Andy Cameron**  
Parks Management Analyst  
*Washington County Parks*

Cameron is a Management Analyst with Washington County Parks. In this role, he oversees several business lines, including budgeting, branding, and technological services. Prior to coming to Parks, Cameron spent three years working as a Business Data Analyst for the county’s Facilities Division. During that time, he focused on software implementation, process improvement, and business planning. Before working at Washington County, Cameron spent over a decade in biomedical research. His primary area of focus was the genetic contribution to drug and alcohol addiction. Cameron holds a BS from Western Oregon University and a Certificate in Project Management from Portland State.

**Steph Carlson**  
Executive Director  
*The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society*

Stephanie Carlson is the Executive Director for the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s (LLS) Oregon, SW Washington, Idaho & Montana chapter. She was initially a volunteer for the organization, raising money through the Team In Training program. Prior to joining LLS, Stephanie spent the majority of her career at Ecolab, Inc. During her 8 years with the organization, she held a variety of sales and marketing roles including Product Line Manager. A promotion into a Distributor Sales position is what brought Stephanie from St. Paul, MN to Portland, OR almost 10 years ago.

**Chelsea Christopherson**  
President & Chief Operating Officer  
*GEX Management, Inc.*

Chelsea Christopherson serves as President, Chief Operating Officer, and sits on the Board of Directors of GEX Management, a publicly traded business management and professional services company where she oversees daily operations, reviews financials, negotiates contracts, and guides comprehensive strategic planning and implementation.

In addition to her current role, Chelsea founded and guides Re:New, a non-profit organization dedicated to restoring confidence, strength, and self-worth to women. She is also a regular contributor to Forbes. She is also currently one of the youngest, female officers and directors of a publicly traded company.
Joel Coplen
Product Marketing Manager
*Lattice Semiconductor*

Coplen is a Product Marketing Manager at Lattice Semiconductor, a fabless semiconductor company focused on low-power FPGAs. He oversees the roadmap planning process for all new products and has led cross-functional teams in the definition of multiple new product families for the company. His role includes competitive analysis, go-to-market planning and portfolio positioning for these products. He previously worked as an applications engineer supporting large manufacturers in the consumer electronics and telecommunications industries. Prior to joining Lattice, Coplen worked in the automotive industry as a technical specialist for NEC Electronics and then Melexis, supporting sales opportunities at tier 1 electronics suppliers. Coplen holds a bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of Michigan.

Heidi DeWitt
Demand Generation Program Manager
*Hewlett-Packard Company*

As the Demand Generation Program Manager for Ink at HP Inc, DeWitt develops and implements programs to enhance customer experiences and accelerate growth with HP’s retail partners. DeWitt manages a $60 million budget to drive brand loyalty, print relevance, and promotional engagement. She is the lead supplies category manager for three of HP Americas’ largest channel partners. Prior to working at HP in Washington State DeWitt lived and worked in Toronto, Canada managing the toner business at HP. She earned her Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration at Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, Canada.

Steph Donily
Head of Communications
*Zapier*

Stephanie Donily is a brand and communications strategist who helps CEOs, founders, and executives tell better stories. With over a decade of experience in technology public relations, Stephanie knows what stories secure interviews with top tier press, drive headlines, and generate web traffic. Stephanie has landed coverage in top tier outlets, including NPR, The Economist, New York Times, Forbes, Fortune, and USA Today. Stephanie is Head of Communications at Zapier, and leads public relations, social media, and brand reputation initiatives. She holds a bachelor’s degree in communications from Xavier University.

Rodney Dowell
Senior Vice President of Corporate Finance
*Citigroup Inc.*

I am a finance and accounting professional with over a dozen years of experience advising entities on corporate finance, financial accounting and reporting, financial analysis, internal controls, risk management, financial due diligence, and other strategic matters. I have significant experience in the financial services industry in San Francisco and New York.
Michelle Dziewiontkoski
Project Manager Population Health Services and Operations
*Legacy Health*

Dziewiontkoski is currently a project manager at Legacy Health supporting care transformation initiatives and the transition to Value Based Care. Prior to this, Dziewiontkoski served as a healthcare consultant with a proven track record of leading and implementing initiatives in hospitals and health systems across the country. Specific areas of focus include facilitating transitions from volume to value based care, population health program development, clinical operations, and performance improvement. Dziewiontkoski has experience in leading teams, change management, and project and program management.

Mark Enker
Physician
*PeaceHealth Sacred Heart Medical Center*

Mark is originally from New York and ventured out to the West Coast to explore the innovative health tech space. He finished his graduate medical training at Vanderbilt in anesthesiology and critical care medicine. His clinical work has encompassed comprehensive anesthesia and critical care medicine work at various community hospitals and tertiary referral care centers. These clinical experiences have led to clinical and consulting opportunities in telemedicine. As Mark’s entrepreneurial spirit grew, he has become a cofounder in a health tech startup company that looks to effect change in the healthcare delivery model along with chronic illness management.

Madeline Eastman
Ecommerce Marketing Manager
*Dakine*

I have a background in design and digital marketing in the outdoor industry. I’m currently managing Dakine’s B2C business and digital marketing initiatives in Hood River, Oregon.

Sebastian Estades
Account Manager
*Nutanix*

Sebastian Estades is currently the Healthcare Sales Executive at Nutanix responsible for business in the Pacific Northwest. Sebastian has held various positions within both Citrix and Nutanix. With more than six years of professional experience in the Information Technology industry, he is currently focusing his attention to the sales side of the business. His goal is to learn all facets that go into running a company, and in doing so become qualified to take over and manage the daily operations of a business. Sebastian holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Florida.
Brenda Fogelman  
Chief Administrative Officer  
Korn Ferry Hay Group, Inc.

Brenda oversees the contracting, pricing, administration, business development, and operations functions for Korn Ferry’s custom leadership-development practice. She brings expertise in scoping custom, large-scale leadership development solutions. She has nearly 20 years of experience in operations with various startups, as well as expertise in leading people and building a corporate infrastructure. This enabled her to help Pivot Leadership become one of the fastest-growing boutique leadership-consulting firms in the world. Korn Ferry acquired Pivot in 2015. Prior to Pivot, she led a team of specialized consultants in providing accounting, human resources, and operations support to startup ventures in the technology industry.

Jennifer Fritz  
Senior Global Product Manager  
Blount International

Fritz is a senior global product manager at Blount International, a global manufacturer and marketer of products for the forestry, lawn and garden; farm, ranch and agriculture; and construction markets. She oversees Blount’s $280 Million saw chain product portfolio. In her role Fritz leads product development projects and various strategic initiatives with international reach. Prior to Blount, Fritz led the marketing department of a small consumer products company with a concentration on private label programs in grocery, drug, and mass merchant retailers. Fritz received her bachelor’s degree in business from Portland State University.

Zach Fogg  
Director of Operations  
Marquis Companies

Fogg is the Director of Operations at Marquis Companies, a long term care provider with facilities that offer post-acute rehab, assisted living and memory care. He oversees the operations of 8 facilities and is responsible to ensure a positive staff culture, quality resident care and outcomes, strong census and optimal financial viability. Managing the financial viability includes focusing on profit and loss, AR, occupancy and market share capture. As well as manage workforce development, risk management and strategic plan execution. Fogg earned his Business Management degree from Loyola Marymount University.

Kerry Gillock  
Business Account Manager  
Verizon Wireless

Gillock has a long background in retail leadership with as many as 200+ employees within his organization. In the last year he has transitioned to Verizon’s business channel where he is responsible for maintaining over 600 small to medium business accounts as well as growing his customer base and prospecting for new accounts. Prior to and while working for Verizon, Gillock spent 12 years in the U.S. Army in the Civil Affairs Corps. This job took him all over the world in support of training missions, humanitarian missions as well as combat operations in Iraq and Africa. Gillock currently holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration with a minor in human resource management from Warner Pacific University.
Tobin Guthrie  
Director of Global Resourcing & Strategic Partnerships  
*Quantum Spatial, Inc.*

Guthrie is currently the director of global operations and strategic partnerships at Quantum Spatial, North America’s largest geospatial data solutions provider. He provides oversight and general management of all international operations and strategic partnerships across multiple lines of business. He leads the development, implementation, and execution of the global delivery strategy, including launch and rapid growth of an Asian subsidiary. With a deep background in operations and analytics, as well as project and program management he brings strategic innovation through creative collaboration. Prior to joining QSI he founded a successful photography business, led global analytics teams at an engineering firm, and worked with at-risk teens. Guthrie received his bachelor’s degree in psychology from Colorado College.

Mindy Helmer  
Global Brand Manager - Young Athletes  
*Nike, Inc.*

Mindy is currently the Global Brand Manager for the category - Young Athletes. In this role she is responsible for leading a cross-functional team to bring to life the seasonal marketing strategies for the third largest category at Nike. She has been at Nike since 2010 and has held roles in various areas of the business including Global Digital Commerce, Women’s and Training. She earned her Bachelor’s degree from Portland State University with a major in Graphic Design and a minor in Art History.

Lindsay Herzog  
National Sales Manager  
*Bio-Rad Laboratories*

Herzog is a commercial leader in the Biotechnology industry with experience in sales, marketing, technical support, and R&D. Most recently, she led sales and marketing teams at Bio-Rad Laboratories, a life science and diagnostics manufacturing company. With responsibility for $30M in sales revenue and $100M in marketing revenue, her most notable achievement was facilitating cohesion between marketing and sales organizations by creating a lead development team.

Having recently returned to Portland after 18 years in the San Francisco Bay Area, Herzog is enjoying a hiatus, travelling and spending time with her niece and nephew.

Kevin Holmquist  
Vice President, Commercial Relationship Manager  
*Columbia Bank*

Holmquist is a Vice President, Commercial Relationship Manager at Columbia Bank in Portland, Oregon. Holmquist is responsible for working with business owners to advise, enhance, and manage their customer relationships and to solicit new top quartile commercial banking clients. Holmquist is a financial services leader with a range of experiences with sales, financial analysis, negotiation, processes improvement, training, and bank operations. Prior to joining Columbia Bank, he worked in similar capacities in Los Angeles, California. Holmquist earned a bachelor’s degree in Spanish and Political Science with a minor in Business Administration from the University of Oregon. Go Ducks!
Don Houghton
Director of Operations
*Stericycle, Inc.*

Don Houghton has served as the Director of Operations for Academic Network (AN) a division of Stericycle Inc for the past 14 years. AN specializes in providing global call center and online clinical trial recruitment, retention and safety services to the pharma industry. Prior to joining Stericycle via acquisition in 2008, Don worked in various operations and finance capacities for small and medium sized, northwest based business to business service and real estate management companies.

Ryan Janac
Distribution Center Manager
*Johnstone Supply*

Ryan is a distribution center manager at Johnstone Supply, a heating and cooling wholesale distributor. He manages $14M in inventory across 30,000 items leveraging data analytics and a Warehouse Management System (WMS). He actively works with the corporate office to establish best practices and process improvement that is rolled out nationally. He is currently a core team member for Johnstone’s WMS upgrade. Ryan holds a Bachelor’s of Science in Business Administration: Supply and Logistics Management.

Jessie Janota
Director, Epic Installation and Support
*OCHIN*

Currently serving as Sr. Director of Epic Operations, Jessica has been with OCHIN, the non-profit healthcare IT company based in Portland, OR, for 8 years. She got her start in the industry being recruited directly by Epic Systems Corporation after completing her M.S. from Purdue University in Forestry and Natural Resources, and before that, her B.S in Environmental Science from Loyola University Chicago.

Although initially a little outside of her comfort zone, Jessica has embraced the important role of healthcare and technology in our society and continues to serve the mission of OCHIN through the support her teams provide to the OCHIN member collaborative.

Tracy Katigbak
Premium Sales Manager
*Portland Trail Blazers*

Katigbak has a background in sports and entertainment from a professional NBA franchise, the Portland Trail Blazers, and has held multiple business development roles throughout her career with the Blazers. In her current role as Premium Sales Manager she’s responsible for generating new business revenue by selling premium seating assets including courtside seating, club level seating, and luxury suites at moda Center, and manages a multi-million-dollar book of business. Katigbak earned her bachelor’s degree from the University of Oregon and was a triple major. In her spare time, she enjoys traveling, golfing, and spending time with Cash, her French bulldog.
Melissa Kirkup
IONM Product Manager
Cadwell Industries Inc

Melissa Kirkup is the Product Manager for Intraoperative Neurophysiological Monitoring at Cadwell Industries, Inc., a medical device manufacturer specializing in neurodiagnostics systems and software. Melissa’s core competencies include clinical, technical, sales and marketing for neurodiagnostics and related medical specialties. In her current role, she manages a wide range of upstream and downstream product development responsibilities. Kirkup earned a bachelor’s degree from the University of Pittsburgh and a doctoral degree from the University of Texas at Dallas. Her goal is to achieve new skills that will bring even greater value to Cadwell in key areas of analysis, problem solving and leadership.

Marilyn Kun
Development Director
National Animal Interest Alliance

An animal welfare, education, health care, and arts advocate, Kun has built a career serving non-profits. At the National Animal Interest Alliance, she oversees strategic fundraising and marketing to strengthen public policy and expand resources. Previously, she led a capital campaign at POIC + Rosemary Anderson High School, developed partnerships at Quest Center to provide care for people living with HIV/AIDS and members of the LGBTQ community, and raised support at Portland Opera. A graduate of Purdue University, Kun began her career as a writer at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business. Her journey has come full circle, and she is thrilled to join the OEMBA Class 34.

Maria Langbauer
Environmental Planner
Steven W. Carothers & Associates (SWCA)

Langbauer is an Environmental Planner with SWCA. Her experience ranges from environmental review analysis, community planning, and project management. Concurrently, she is developing a planning project in Ouro Preto, Brazil as a cooperation between local and international organizations using a sustainability framework based on the LEED system. Previously, she worked for several Bay Area governments such as the cities of Hayward, Belmont, San Jose and Gilroy as well as various non-profit organizations. She holds a master’s degree in Urban Planning from San Jose State University that she earned after beginning her career working throughout Latin America on tourism development projects.

Andrea LeGare
Founder & President
H Management Consulting

Andrea LeGare is a seasoned, results-driven leader with experience across tech, manufacturing, travel, higher ed, software, healthcare, and automotive industries. She spent 18 years at Intel Corporation spearheading innovative new ventures, and working with all levels of the company’s leadership. Currently, she runs a management consulting firm establishing deep strategic client relationships serving Corporate Leadership & Strategic Planning of east and west coast higher education institutions, Marketing & ReBranding of a 500m semiconductor company in the bay area, Leadership Development & Coaching for a start-up full service media firm, Search Optimization and Web Development for small businesses, and much more. Andrea applies strategic & innovative approaches ultimately focused on the human aspect of giving back as Portland State Faculty: MGMT 464 Contemporary Leadership / MGMT 447 The Power of Soul & Spirit in Business (taught for 4 yrs) and through my own dedication to life-long learning (Cohort #34). Learn, apply, influence and ultimately create positive change.
Larsen Little  
Procurement Coordinator/Purchasing Manager  
*Upstream Engineering, LLC*

Little is currently the purchasing manager for Upstream Engineering, LLC, an EPC firm in Houston, TX specializing in the design and construction of offshore wellhead platforms for oil and gas production, where he is responsible for all project activities and functions related to procurement. Previously Little served as an officer and aviator in the US Navy, flying carrier-based jet aircraft. As an avid outdoorsman, he is excited to be moving to Oregon and looking forward to exploring the Pacific Northwest in his free time. Little earned his bachelor's degree in logistics and supply chain management from the University of Houston.

---

Joe Martinez  
Western Region Territory Manager  
*Miller Electric*

Joe Martinez is currently the Western Regional Territory Manager for Miller Electric where he has responsibility for the growth and development of Miller’s newest and most innovative line of Work Truck power products. Prior to this Joe spent 10 years in the GCC region in a multifaceted consultative role focused on business development and capture management within the region. Leading and managing new business ventures from contract award to close out.

---

Sarah Macrorie  
Director of Operations and Production  
*Trifoia*

Sarah oversees operations and program management for media and web-based production at Trifoia, which creates custom learning platforms and manages research projects and grants. Sarah worked in the medical industry for over 15 years as a clinician, clinical manager, and private practice owner, before entering research at the University of Oregon where she was an Assistant Research Scientist in the Obesity and Metabolism Lab. In addition to the Executive MBA, Sarah is completing graduate coursework in Public Health at Oregon State University. Sarah earned a bachelor's degree in Human Physiology from the University of Oregon.

---

Nick Matthews  
Pilot Manufacturing Manager  
*Lam Research*

Nick Matthews has over 15 years of experience managing teams across a broad spectrum of roles and responsibilities. Nick is currently a Pilot Manufacturing Manager for Lam Research responsible for alpha and beta system development and testing, preparing products to transition to the high volume manufacturing line. Prior to this Nick served as a US Army officer, working as a Telecommunications Company Commander, Operations Officer, Telecommunications Director, Logistical Executive Officer, and Tank Platoon Leader. Nick holds a Bachelors degree from Weber State University.
Mike Murphy  
Senior Manufacturing Supervisor  
ON Semiconductor

In his current role as a Senior Manufacturing Supervisor at ON Semiconductor, Murphy leads a diverse team of individuals working in the Thin-Films, Implant, and PC-Test departments. His primary role is directing and developing manufacturing, maintenance and engineering resources to ensure customer expectations are exceeded. Prior to ON he owned and operated a construction business, specializing in the design and remodel of kitchen and baths. Murphy earned his bachelor’s degree in business administration with an emphasis in management, communication and leadership from Concordia University-Portland.

Rachel Noah  
Director of Finance, Global Supply Chain  
Emerald Kalama Chemical

Noah is the Director of Finance for Supply Chain at Emerald Performance Materials, a specialty chemical manufacturing company. In this role she oversees all financial aspects of the supply chain including Sales & Operations Planning, Logistics, Procurement, Customer Service, and Global Compliance with approximately $500M in spend. A significant part of her role is leading and deploying end-to-end optimization projects to improve EBITDA and working capital. Prior to Emerald, Rachel worked in accounting for a global manufacturer where she specialized in cost and manufacturing accounting. She started her career in operations as a restaurant general manager.

David Newell  
Assistant Director of Distribution and Logistics  
Oregon Health & Science University

David currently works for OHSU as the Assistant Director of Distribution. He joined OHSU in 2008, after receiving his Bachelors of Science Degree from Portland State University in Business Management and working for United Parcel Service. David is a people and relationship centric leader, his team members have been recognized for their commitment to Service Excellence and have sustained high levels of performance since his arrival at OHSU. He has served on various committees including: management bargaining team member for negotiations between OHSU and AFSCME, Diversity Advisory Council, Campus Services Diversity & Inclusion Committee, and the Labor Management Committee.

Kari Parker  
Capital Program Manager  
Boeing

Parker is currently serving as the Capital Program Manager for the world’s leading company in aerospace. She manages a multi-million dollar portfolio of capital assets while leading the Portland site’s leadership team through Boeing’s Asset Management Board funding process. With an Honors Bachelor of Science from Oregon State University in industrial engineering, Parker has extensive experience in leading cross functional teams all over the world to achieve cost effective engineering solutions. She is an organized, enthusiastic team leader which is proven in her 12 years of martial teaching and training, and her strong values in serving others were recognized by Boeing where she has been appointed regional chair for REACH, a community involvement, networking, and career development program.
Mitchell M. Paynter, DMD
President
Paynter Family Dentistry, P.C.

Dr. Paynter is a 2002 graduate of Oregon Health and Sciences University in Portland, Oregon. After dental school he attended a one year Advanced Education in General Dentistry residency with the United States Navy where he served for four years. In 2006 he and his wife Julie Paynter D.M.D. entered into private practice where he currently practices general dentistry in Gresham, Oregon. He is presently a Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Air Force Reserve with the 446 Aerospace Medicine Squadron located at Joint Base Lewis-McChord in Tacoma, Washington. Dr. Paynter’s dental focus is the partial and complete oral rehabilitation through implant dentistry and acquires over 65 hours of continuing dental education each year in this area alone and is a Fellow to the American Society of Implant and reconstructive Dentistry He is also a member of the following professional associations: American Dental Association, Oregon Dental Association, the Academy of General Dentistry, and the Multnomah Dental Society.

Cori Poland
Vice President Lending
Rivermark Community Credit Union

Poland is the Vice President of Lending at Rivermark Community Credit Union. She oversees teams responsible for Consumer Lending, Collections, and Insurance. Prior to moving to Lending she was responsible for the seven retail Branches and Contact Center. She has been in the Credit Union industry for over 18 years comprised of three Credit Unions. Poland holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from Portland State University and recently graduated from Western CUNA Management School, a three-year industry specific management program. Her passion is building consensus around industry leading innovation and developing and communicating a shared vision.

Mele Sax-Barnett
Senior Manager, Customer Engineering
Urban Airship

Sax-Barnett is the Senior Manager of Customer Engineering at Urban Airship, a technology company that powers digital engagement for some of the world’s largest brands via timely, targeted messaging to mobile apps, digital wallet, websites, SMS, and email. She and her team of software engineers investigate and resolve complex customer issues across UA’s platform. She has also built a number of processes and metrics to help the company better meet and track its customers’ needs. Previously, Sax-Barnett worked in spatial analysis and cartography, retail management, and earned a bachelor’s degree in philosophy from Reed College.

Chad Sorber
Director of Facilities Services
Oregon Health & Science University

Chad Sorber is the Director of Facilities Services at Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU), a nationally distinguished research university and the top-ranked hospital in Oregon. He oversees a team responsible for providing safe, compliant, reliable, and inviting facilities while being aggressive in fiscal management. His role includes strategic planning, management, and leadership of complex, high-risk; capital construction projects, maintenance, operations, and services for OHSU buildings and facilities. He is originally from Pennsylvania where he earned a bachelor's degree in business administration from King’s College and a master's degree in Park and Resource Management from Slippery Rock University.
Lauren Sternfeld
Inside Sales Engineer
DENT Instruments

Sternfeld manages key accounts, domestic and international sales for DENT Instruments, an $8 million energy instrument manufacturer. Experienced in the energy industry, she is passionate about catalyzing the business of energy management in the growing Central Oregon region. Sternfeld holds a degree in Business and Tourism Management from Oregon State University with a technical degree in Energy Management. Her professional interests include: energy management, real estate development, property management and community development. In her free time, she enjoys playing softball and golf, fly fishing and enjoying the riches of the Pacific Northwest with her family.

Laura Trotter
Vice President of Marketing
Jama Software

Trotter is the vice president of marketing at Jama Software, the leading product development platform provider for building complex products and integrated systems. She has been in her role since 2017. As a member of the executive team, Trotter is responsible for developing and overseeing marketing strategies and operational plans that support accelerated growth. Prior to Jama, Trotter spent more than 20 years leading teams in fast-paced, high-growth B2B and B2C organizations such as WebMD, Illumina, Qualcomm, Nokia (now Microsoft), Motorola (now Googles), and Eli Lilly & Company. Trotter received her bachelor’s degree from the University of South Carolina’s Darla Moore School of Business.

Ozgur Yazicigil
Supply Chain Manager
Intel Corporation

Yazicigil is a supply chain manager at Intel Corporation, responsible for semiconductor equipment and materials development to enable Intel's bleeding edge research and process technology leadership in the semiconductor industry. His responsibilities include strategic supplier analysis, managing supplier engagements and negotiating deals. Prior to his eight years of experience in Intel’s Global Supply Management he was a Process Engineer for six years in one of Intel’s Lead Logic Technology Development fabs. Yazicigil earned his M.S. in Materials Engineering from Purdue University and B.S. in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering from Middle East Technical University, Turkey.

Jeremy Zook
Field Forester
Port Blakely US Forestry

Experienced forest resource management professional. Current capacity with Port Blakely involves administrative oversight and management of NW Oregon field operations. Previously worked with the Oregon Department of Forestry in natural resource and wildland fire management. Earned a bachelor’s degree in Forest Operations Management from Oregon State University; in addition, served 4 years in the US Navy.